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QUESTION: 58 

In SLAX, what is the difference between the jcs : invoke ( ) and the jcs : execute ( ) 

functions? 

A. RPCs called by jcs : execute ( ) are executed within an existing connection. 

B. RPCs called by jcs : execute ( ) are not executed until the conclusion of the script. 

C. RPCs called by jcs : invoke ( ) are executed within an existing connection. 

D. RPCs called by jcs : invoke ( ) are not executed until the conclusion ofthe script.  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 59 

What are three types of Juniper on-box scripts? (Choose three) 

A. Ansible 

B. event 

C. commit 

D. operational 

E. expect  

Answer: A, C, D 

QUESTION: 60 

Which data serialization method does the Junos CLI use to communicate with the Junos 

management process (mgd) ? 

A. XML 

B. YAML 

C. gRPC 

D. JSON 

Answer: A 



QUESTION: 61 

Click the Exhibit button. 

 

 
 

Referring to the exhibit, what should <CHANGEME> be replaced with to correctly print 

out the exception message Cannot cannot to device ? 

 

 

A. PeramissionError 

B. RpcError 

C. ConnectError 

D. CommitError  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 62 

Click the Exhibit button. 

 

 
 

The r0 device is currently in a factory-default state. The console connection of r0 is 

reachable using Telnet on TCP port 555 of the console_server host. 

Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true? 

 

 



A. The NETCONF service must be configured for the playbook to run successfully. 

B. The Telnet service must be configured for the playbook to run successfully. 

C. The device does not require configuration changes for the playbook to run 

successfully. 

D. A password for the root user must be configured for the playbook to run successfully.  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 63 

Click the Exhibit button. 

 

 
 

Exhibit 

 

 
 

Referring to the exhibit, what will he hostname be if interface ge-0/0/0 goes down? 

 

 

 



A. int-test-2 

B. int-test-3 

C. int-test-4 

D. int-test-1  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 64 

Which format does an Ansible playbook use 

 

 

A. JSON 

B. YAML 

C. XML 

D. CSV  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 65 

What are two message types that compose the message layer of the Juniper NETCONF 

implementation? (Choose two.) 

 

 

A. <lock> 

B. <get> 

C. <rpc-reply> 

D. <rpc>  

 

 

Answer: C, D 
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